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ABSTRACT:

This paper traces a brief history of the development of American

librarianship as a profession and examine4 the social climate from which

it emerged. Several traditional and modern models of professionalism

are discussed and applied to-librarianship. Shortcomings of the pro-

-. fession, e.g. its scholarship, the non-prescriptive nature of its client-

patron relations, etc. , are discussed in light of those models. The

ideologically based criticism of professionalism that emerged in the

1960s which suggested that hegemony over certain critical areas of know-

ledge, rather than placing professionals in a position to serve society

better, might be used as a basis for social inequality i discUssed as

well. The summary- examines how closely contemporary librarianship ap-

proaches traditional professional models, the validity of those models

for today's world, and the options and prospects for-librarianship as we

enter the 1980s.
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The origins of many vocations we today call professions were prefigured

early on in the great movement towards asaociation that characterized eleventh

century Europe. By the fifteenth century this corporate spirit had touched

all classes of city dwellers. The clergy, legal, medical, and teaching

vocations as well as merchants, shopkeepers, and craftsmen, "were all en-

trenched behind the bulwarks of professional association.
1

Many of the emer-

gent learned professions passed within the church. Educators _e so closely

associated with ecclesiastical functions "that the priest and the teacher were

distinguished with difficulty.
"2

Secularization of professions, however,

occured with the Renaissance and this process was complete by the end of the

16th century.

The roots of many of our modern ideas about professions may be traced

back to the industrial revolution. Opinions held then still color percep-

tion. today. Although the idea of the professional as someone in possession

of- specialized knowledge and specialized intellectual techniques had been

present earlier, the view that professions are "first and foremost ... gentle-

men's occupations," providing "a safe niche in the social hierarchy," appears

to be a phenomenon of the 18th century.
3

The professionalization of librarianship is a product of the late 19th

century, although libraries and librarians had existed since,Imper al Rome

and before. However, as Butler points out, the monastic libraries of the

Middle Ages and the princely and municipal, libraries of the EnlightenMent were

4
"forerunners rather an ancestors of the modern library.

"
No etheless, much

had been asked of thes- early libraries. Indeed, when describing qualifica-

tions that 'rated in your librarian" to a gathering of the

general assembly cif Sorbonne in 1780, Cotton des Roussayes' expectations



were high. The model he painted would be "a learned and profound theologian

[in whicg should be united va3t literary acquisitions, an exact and precise

knowledge of all the arts and sciences, great facility of expression, and

lastly that exquisite politeness which conciliates the affection of his visi-

tors while his merit secures their esteem."5

Many librarians, however, fell short of the lofty vision of des Hous-

sayes. In. Amerita, it was not until the 1850s, Butler notes, that librar-

ians came to. know themselves as "bookmen" and "thought less of the jani-

tori 1 and custodial duties of 5hi.7 office and more of the intellectual_

and the literary." By the IS70s, American librarians had emerged as techn

clans as well, having devised schemes for the systematic arrangement, in-

ventorying, and storage of their collections. By now, a mood of social uplift

was prevalent in America. The late 19th century was a period of emergent

public education, social services to the new urban laboring classes, and

philanthropic gestures of the wealthy. In the ferment of the times, li-

brarians discovered a need to serve other than their traditional elite-

clientele. Armed with a social missio a new technology, and an intellectual

obligation, a new librarian set forth. Where his emphadis had been upon the

individual it now shifted to the community, allowing, as Butler phrased it,

"the particular (to give) place to the general and description Ito peso

into explanation.
"6

The librarian's new self-consciousness, combined with an awareness of his

cultural environment, soon led to association and to a new Self redness.

"Without assumption," Dewey confidently if somewhat prematurely announced in

1876,,, librarianship might be spoken of as a profession. and no longer as an

occupation. The library had ceased being a museum and the librarian its cure-

2



tar. It now stood shoulder to shoulder with the school in its teaching func-

tion, and librarians in the front ranks with "teachers and preachers."7

Librarianship was not alone, however, in &L, claim to professional status.

Bledstein suggests that by 1870, but beginning after 1840, culture of pro-

fessionalism," born of Victorian "control over the release of personal and

social energie ' had come into existence. Professionalism with its atten-

dant rituals, ceremonies, and symbols appears to have satisfied the Victorian

need to structure their lives and their activities. Professionalism e to

influence, he suggests, popular culture as well as learned occupations and

the academy. Spectator sports, mundane occupations, even individual hygiene,

was spoken of as somehow being "profesional." In their principal role,

however, the professions were the highest form through which the emergent

middle class "cou d\pursue its primary goals of earning a good living, eleva-

ting both the moral an,d intellectual tone of society, and emulating the status

of those above one on the soCial ladder.°

Late nineteenth century America witnessed rapid

expansion. Increasingly larger numbers of people

middle ranks of this new society. But Goode pc:_ --

class stratification system

economic and indu rial

Found in the

,- In an "open

not only are individuals competing with one

another ... but occupations, too, are engaged in the same competition and may

move up or down in power, prestige, or income.
9 This competition may be

lewd, he suggests, as a "zero whtch the rise of an individual

occupation is at the expel' m= anhet ie , although "an expanding

economy may *field more real income 1.or uearly all occupations at any

much income to be distributed."10 Thus, the new
given time there is only

quest for professional advantage placed librarians in competition with other



groups for the finite tangible and ..tangible rewards of professional status.

As we have noted, the term "professional" had become blurred as it became

common to speak of the "pL sessional baseball player," or of the "professional

cook." By the turn of the century, Asheim notes, professional aspirations

too were diffuse and generalized,
11 Although associations and university-

level training programs had been formulated, it had been done pelf -mell and

In uncritical emulation of the older "secure" professions, i.e. medicine,

law, etc.12 It was a situation that demanded clarification and definition.

An early and classic enunciation of criteria by which aspiring profess

alone might be judged was Flexner's famous 1915 consideration of the relative

professional merits of social work.13 Until quite recently, most formula-

__ of professional criteria were largely derivitive of Flexner's pioneering

effort. Be listed six:

1.) The work must be essentially intellectual in nature, the prac ition-

er exercising a very large individual discretion over his work. (This jor

personal responsibility derives from ete essential intellectual nature of the

work.)

2.) The raw material of the profession must not be drawn from generally

acce- able knowledee and experience. A learned character, e.g. a scholarship

io essential.

3.) Although intellectual and theoretical in nature, a profession must,

nonetheless, poesessa practical goal.

4.) A profession mat possess a technique capable of transmission

through "an orderly and highly specialized educational discipline;' tine members

of which are "pretty well agreed" as to the specific objectives the pro-

fession seeks to fulfill.

4,



5.) Members tend toward "self-organization," their professional ac-

tivities "so definite, so absorbing in interest, so rich in duties and res-

ponsibilities" that the practitioner's personal as well as his professional

life tends to organize around a professionnl nucleus. This results in the

transformation of the profession into a "brotherhood" with "strong class

consciousness."

6.) The professional organization is "erplicitely and admittedly "aimed

at "the advancement of the common social interest," its members becoming in-

creasingly altruistic in motivation. (Flaxner goes to some pains, however,

to point out that the altruism characteristic of a professional hardly pre-

cludes just remuneration for services rendered. "Professions cannot develop

on the basis of volunteer or underpaid service" and, he questions, "am I

mistaken that not infrequently the inner joy attached to philanthropic en-

deavor has seemed to those in control a more complete satisf, the

worker's legitimate desires r' an it has uei4L, to ker?")

For re -cns that will-become. clear later, Flexner also qualified his

description of the "class consciousness"that ace -panics his- model of pro-

fessionalism. Although "externally somewhat aristocratic," his ideal pro-

fessions are "hig, y democratic institutions," wherein "gratuitous and arbi-

trary distinctions" based on 'birth or wealth or some other accident" are

abrogated. Qualifications are determined "by the nature of the responsibility

"dependsealone," and if membership solely on satisfying terms thus arrived at,

then professions must be adjudged thorougi.ly democratic in essence."

Flexner judged social work to have failed to conform to some profeSsione,7.

criteria while satisfying others. Although Flexner was not speaking of li-

brprianship, one is tempted to assume that,had he chosen that field rather



than social work his final judgment would have been the same.

In 1961, Edwards abstracted six criteria for professionalism from his

reading of the voluminous literature on the topic that had proliferated since

Flexner. Other criteria, he suggests, might be added to the six but they

Would be largely ,ierivitive. Edward's criteria are considerably maize de-

veloped than, aiL igh not in contradiction with, Kexner's. One is left to

speculate that Flexner would have judged social work, and by extension li-

br 1-ianship, more harshly had he used Edward's criteria. In any case, they

represent a good dis4'llation of critical thinking since Flexner P;ime.

They are:

1,) A body of knowledge and systematically organized theory underlie and

are neaessa ti te performance of a professional service.

2.) 4 services offered by the proftssion are very important to society

and, therefore, a utter of broad public concern.

3.) Becaus of the superior knowle :7-e ani,ompetence of the members of

the profession, that profession is granted a mcnoply on the right to perform

its professional service and on the right to choose and admit new members to

its ranks.

4.) That superior knowledge also means that no one outside the pro-

fession can be qualified to exer,=,ise authority over, or even to evaluate

quality of, the service of the professional members.

5.) Because society grants a monopoly and defers to the authority of a

profession, it is incumbent on the Members of the profession to establish

and adhere to a stringently self-regulating code of ethics in which the good.

the society takes precedent over the personal-benefit of the members.

6.) The indiVidual:member of a profession becomes part of a professional

i



"culture," and he shares its altruistilc motivatiozj accepts his.part of its

responsibility to society, and takes pride in its accomplishments. His p

fessional role becomes, in the process, a central aspect of his life

self concept.

While the primary purpose of this paper is not to essay a critical judg-

ment of how well librarianship does or does not fit a professional model,

it would be well to review some of the shortcomings to which serious critics

of librarianship have pointed.

In 1951, some seventy-five years after-Dewey's confident characterize-

-tion of librarianship as a profession, Butler nonetheless could state that

while "we all do believe chat librarianship is a profession our belief

here is an emotional conviction rather than a rational conclusion.
15

He

was most critical of the scholarship of librrrianehip, a body of knowledge

that he suggests ought to constitute an "organic integration of th3 scientific,

the technological, and the humanistic." While ''toe intellectual content of

librarianship undoubtedly consists of three distinct branches," dealing as it

does vith "things and principles that must be scientifically handled, with

processes and apparatus that require special understanding and skills

and with cultural motivations that can be apprehended only him anistically,"

this triune content is not "so abstruse as to become a special professional

scholarship." iLbrarians, he notes, "always have operated with an empirical

rather than a theoratizal attitude toward their prol)lems," and their techni-

ques are "so _er-of-fact that a layman can quickly learn them m the job."

He further suggests that the lack "of an explicit humanistic discipline"

Probably acao'int, for two "distressing characteristics" of librarians, "their

ancillary attitude and their faddishness." Although, as Asheim notes,
16
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Butler may have given us cold comfort when ha conceded that the development

of a complete professional scholarship Lid librarianship; is retarded rather

than unnecessary."

The situation apparently had not improved by 1961. in criticizing "the

know:kc.dge base" of librarianship, Goode suggests that some two-thirds of

library work is , n- professional in nature, the dividing line between pro-

fessional anJ clerical obscure.
17 It is this inadequate development and

mastery of the scholarship of librarianship that has led to the librarian's

inability to claim the right to arbitrate with authority the problems of his

jurisdiction, Goode concludes.

The non-prescriptive nature of the professional-client relationship in

librarianship came under attack by Bundy and Wasserman in 1968.
18

They

fined the client relationship as "the central role of any professional

his raison d'tre." The professional, by virtue of his specialized training

and expertise, offers the client counsel, se ita, or prescription which the

professional views as appropriate "whether or not'this is precisely what the

clientliants or thinks he wants. "19 Tie librarclient relationship does

not live,up to this formulation, Bundy and Wasserman find. The generalist

background of many librarians, they observe, may account for the librarian's

willingness to "play an inexpert role," to satisfy themselves with perform-

ing "in minor and inconsequential-capacities," and "to remain medium- rather

than client-oriented." Increased subject competence, however, might lead to

respect and acceptance of his professional judgment, allowing the librarian

to 'Jove zway "from a fundamentally passive to a moro aggressive role in in-

formation prescription."

Asheim rotes that the modern reticence to prescribe, while undoubtedly

8



based on the lack nY developed theory upon which to base prescriptions, has

_ --
not always been the case in librarianship.2-

0
Librarians of an earlier age

a.ercised considerable authority, controlling access to collections which

they developed with only those materials deemed appropriate of suitable. It

appears that it was only with the rise of the free public library that the

generally accepted modern idea of unlimited freedom of access to all points

of view surfaced.

These criticism, representing some of the more thoughtful assessments

of how clog :y librarianship approaches the professional ideal, although cri-

tical are firmly rooted in -the belief that the professional iodef;is an ap-

propriate one for librarians. The implication has slWays been _at, could

we but correct our deficiencies, it might indeed be achieved. Even Butler

viewed librarianship as inherently a profession although he did not feel

librarians always lived up to their calling, frequently slighting intellec-

tual content for technical innovation and faddishness. Still, by mid - century,

it became common to speak of professionalism as a continuum and librarian-

ship as an. "emerging" profession moving in the right direction along that

continuum.

During the 1960s, however, a new kind of criticism emerged. Emboldened

by the social ferment of the times, advocates of radical social change at-

tacked the concept of professionalism itself. Asheim notes that "almost

every characteristic traditionally assigned to professions began to seem a

fault tathet than a virtue
,21

Like others, librarianship was subjected

to a scrutiny of practice and goals by the militants of the eta. Hegemony

over certain critical areas of knowledge no longer put professionals in a

position= litter to serve society, rather, it was suggested, it provided a basis

9



for social inequality; formalization of qualifications, testing and screening'

for credentials, professional rather than community control of standards and

ethics, etc. were now accused of.being methods of maintaining elitist ad-

vantage. "In America, the notion of professionalism defines itself not so

much as a life's work one is committed to, but as an economic and social

class No one who has accepted the title of professional, or who aspires

to it, can be anything hit quiet, careful and conservative
22

"I no

longer believe that professionalism is the solution, on the contrary, it is

the problem."23

Flexner's model, his highly democratic brotherhood which abrogates dis-

tinctions based on "birth and wealth" stood challenged. The new breed of

critics urged professionals to abandon their traditional stance of objec-

tivity and neutrality and to forge themselves into instruments, of social

change, Providingse ices, i.e. I and R, traditionally considered outside

the range of professional competence. The furor has calmed, of course, in the

late 1970s, and AsheiM finds that the thesis -antithesis of the 1960s is being

forged into the synthesis of the 1970s. He notes that many of yesterday's

militants are today's administrators working conscientiously for construc-

tive change through traditional channels.

'One of the demands of thel960s militants was for more involvement in

the library decision-making processes. The administration came to be seen

as part of the "establishment," their views inimical to those of the -orkers.

Thie demand received considerable euppo if not always for the precise

reasons advanced by the_militants. The traditional Weberian hierarchical

structure in libraries had often been driticised "not only as detrimental te

a service responsive to the client, but also as inimical to the full pro-

10
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fessional development of the individual staff member. "24 Traditionally,

members of established professions had worked outside of and had eschewed ob-

ligation to institutions, viewing their prtmary responsibilities as those

of client and professia. A key,pro anent of a new set of professional re-

lationships was Eldred Smith who, in 1970, advocated en authority structure

which would remove serious obstacles in the path of developing professional-

ism and professional status: "A crucial problem is the bureaucratic structure

of libraries which emphasizes institutional goals and loyalties. Profession-

al service functions must be made clearly primary, and, distinguished from

nonprofessional secondary institutional functions. Librarians must trans-
.

form their hierarchical, bureaucratic junctions with each other into collegial

professional relations."25

While the 1960s -appear to have shaken our complacency they do not appear.

to have seriously damaged our conviction that librarianship is, in the final

analysis, a profession. Edwards notes that the period witnessed "an in-

crease in wilting about the theoretical bases of librarianship and about.

library professionalism.
"26 The concensus he draws from these writings

indicates neither shaken faith in the traditional model of professionalism

nor lack of resolve in its pursuit. On the contrary Edwards concludes from

his reading of the literature "that librarianship by its nature should quali-

fy as a profession, and a leading and universallyrecognized"profession at

that."
27 Asheim suggests that what the 1960s 'did do was to dissuade us of the .

assumption that if librarianship did not achieve a closer fit with the pro-

fessional model, inevitably librarianship must be lacking. Now, he suggests

we are free "to-evaluate the practices of librarians on their own terms,

and to decide whether criteria borrowed from other occupations are really

14



applicable."28.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS:

In this brief paper, we have examined the origins of professions, the

social climate out of which modern librariansh4 was born, and traditional

and modern criteria used to evaluate how closely an occupation may approach

the professional model. Further, we have surveyed critical evaluations of

librarianship's position on the nonprofessional-professional continuum .as

well as recent ideologically based criticism of the traditional profession-

al model itself. We will now briefly address the following questions:

1.) How closely does contemporary librarianship approach the traditional

professional model?

2'.) Does that model remain valid'today?

3.) What are the options and prospects for brarianship as arpro7

fession as me enter the 1980s?

Although'when he wrote Fle er found social work ( eadiibra- __ship)

lacking, today the profession fares quite well when judged -against his early

criteria The nature of the work is intellectual, we have a-scholarship--

-albeit a vulnerable and much maligned on and librarianship indeed i: pos-

sessed of a practical' goal, a formal educational program, a social mission,

and of professional organization. Although our scholarship, our professional

education, and our organizations still fall short of the rigorous develop-

ment and organization of those of the "secure" professions, i.e, medicine,

law, etc. , they have advanced much since Flexner,falled social welfare and

may no:longer be accused of being mere trappings. (It is well to bear in

mind., too; that "secure" profesdions themselves often fall short of fully

satisfying the model and have, in recent years, cue under considerable cr c

12
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lam for their own shortcomings.) Further, a graduate degree is now a un

versal requirement for professional employment, with additional graduate

subject degrees preferred, if not required, in most academic libraries.

Professional journals are not in shOrt supply and their intellectual content,

becomes increasingly. more rigorous. Today too, scholarship is often a re-

quirement of employment, particularly in academic and research libraries.

Librarianship, however,-far-es less well when compared against the more

highly refined criteria advanced by Edwards. Our services" do not appear to

be perceived as very important by broad cross sections of the population

with even regular library users rarely distinguishing between librarians and

clerks. This lack of public recognition of the "superior knowledge" of li-

brarians has tont ibuted, no doubt, to the rather weak degree of authority

librarians exercise over their profession and the rather high degree of

evaluation of Services that is done by those outside the profession. Li-

brarians, too, have a weak self-image with no consistent conception of what

distinguishes'professionals or professional services, Edwards found.
29

This results in a great variation in librarian's personal sense of profession-

alism.

As we have seen, one aspect of traditional library life hat seems

mitigate against the development of s higher 3.: el of profes_ionalism is the

bureaucratic hiersrthy that exists in most libraries. Here, the interde-

pendency of the work and the segmentation of the assigned tasks, as well As
-

the debilitatingly regular schedule of hours often tends to thwart individual

responsibility and effort elf - organization and self-governance.

In sum, wee ay assert that librarianship possesses all the requisite

traditional criteria of professions. Some of these criteria exist in less

13



than fully developed measure while many appear as developed as their counter-

parts in the "secure" professions. All however, are developed beyond the

embryonic. stage. Although a definitive evaluation is beyond the scope of

this brief paper, it seems fair'to state that librarianship is a strongly

"emerging" profession with the potential to develop into a fully developed,

secure, and adequately respected and compensated one.

The attack0 made upon professionalism in the 1960s were directed both

at the intentions of individual professionals (self-serving and discrimina-

tory) and At the criteria of professionalism (structures designed to pro-

test the interests of the practitioners not of the client). In my opinion,

the former accusation could more successfully be maintained: Undoubtedly

profes_ions have been self-serving and discriminatory. The basic struc-

ture of prOfeesionalism, however, strikes me as well designed for the pro-

t ction of-standards, the interests of clients, and tht regUlation of practi-

ers. That -it might be misued by the ill-intended is a possibility. If

this has occured-more-stringent codeof ethics and better methods of en-

forcemeat should be introduced.

The foregoing discussion does not mean, however, that the traditional

criteria of professionalism are sacrosanct. We have noted' significant

licdification of Flexnerls original criteria', e.g. the emphasis placed upon

professional-client relationships by Bundy and Wasserman, the corrosive

effect of the bureaucratic structure on professional development, the s ruc-

turd' and function of the professional association (not discussed in this

Taper) etc. All represent expansiOn and change:of original criteria over

time. Asheim suggests that the critical movement of the 1960s demonstrated

"that it is possible to examine `the professional criteria and to

14
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f they are found wanting ..." and to "evaluate the practices of librarians

on their own terms, and to decide whether criteria borrowed from other'oc-

cupations are really applicable"" Although it seems that it would be im-

prudent to jettison any of the basic criteria, it is clear that there is

historical precedent-for change. We lutist recognize and control that change

as we continue to strive to achieve full professional status. For librarians,

this implies increasingly rigorous educational preparation, consistent'ad-

herende to and strengthening of standards, primacy of the needs of the client

over institutional loyalties, the development of a collegial organizational

model, and stringent professional and organizational control. In this

manner we will elaborate and maintain a truly democratic structure free of the

abuse and discrimination of which Flexner, as well ai\the 1960s militan

warned. I believe this is _the patn by which we may warreiltssand win the

sanction and respect of society soJmportant to our :o- profestional fulfill-

ment.

It is clear to even the leastperceptive'Obaerver that,librarianship

currently is undergoing profound change:, The automation of bibliographiC

recordkeeping, the liberation of the "information specialist" from the con.7

fines of the ,traditional library made possible by remote terminal access of

information increasingly available only in the form of text on-line, even the

decline of that traditional library artifact, the'book, ih the wake of
. -

increasing demand-forinformation "bytes" rather than refined "knowledge,"

are suggestive of the enormity of that change. The great regional biblio-

graphic utilities that have developed in the past few years have awakened

us to the potentials of networking and resource sharing ..and set us to pen-

:derin the feasibility of a national network. Clearly, participation in this

15



effort will allow individual libraries, through cooperation, to share in the

unfolding of a national bibliographic rasource of unparalleled dimension.

The climate of librarianship, as we enter the 1980s, presents librar-

Jana-with 'enormous challenge and opportunity. "The fulfillment of many of

the criteria of profess ionalism -we have discussed, i.e. the degree and co

sisteucy of self concept, the level of scholarship, the degree of indepen-

deuce intellectual training and environment permit; in brief, the level at

which,professionals are prepared and allowed to function, bears directly on

how and if librarians will seize the momeut. American librarians come out

of a great humanistic tradition. They have developed our libraries i td-

Anstitutions that are among our most democratic. To risk both to new con-

figurations of technicians whose formation has been iu the marketplace and

to institutions whose "data base" becomes increasingly more responsive to

"market" infldences seems quite unwise. Cleat,y, only highly trained and

highly "professional" librarians
will be prepared to rise to the challenge.

16
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